
Hexaware Placement Paper

Company : Hexaware
Date : 14-aug-2004
Place : Saradha Girls Hr Sec School, Chennai
Mode : Off campus

My question paper code is:  aug_14_02

Exam duration: 1 Hour.

Total Questions: 100
Total Marks: 100
Each question carries 1 mark.
No Negative marks

Batches: 8.AM 9.30 AM 11AM 12.30 PM, 2 PM and 4.30PM
150-250 pplz per batch

Around 30 pplz were selected for GD from each batch
GD was conducted within 30 mins after the result.

Don�t go for written test if you are not familiar with previous papers, coz around 15-20 (may be more) questions are repeated 
from previous papers and for some questions - only data get changed. So those who are planning to take test in future dont forget 
to do homework and you can answer those questions (around 30 ques) within 10 mins.

VERBAL: (ref GRE barrons)
1. Find the Wrongly Spelt word - they will give u 5 words and you want to find the wrongly spelt word
  wrought ...etc (cant remember)
2. Rearrange the words in correct form
3. Sentence completion - Sentence with 2 fill ups and u want to choose the correct one from given 4 options.

MATCH:
1. Java - Beans
2. Linux - Penguin
3. Kernal - OS
4. Quality - SEI CMM
5.  - Wall
6. - NP
7. - Turing
8. Alan -

CODING PART:

read a
s=0
x=a
while(x > 0)
{
 c=x/10;
 y=x-c*10;
 s=s+y;
 x=x/10;
}
print s

9. What is the value of s if a=10
10. What is the value of s if a=15
11. How many times the loop will be executed if a=10000
12. What is the value of y and s if a=115

ODD MAN OUT:

13. Mpeg jpg avi omg
Ans:omg

14.(figures) circle star rectangle <another symbol>
Ans: star

15. programs  documents  settings  properties
Ans: properties

16. processor motherboard  display card  mouse
ans mouse

COMPUTER AWARENESS:

17. What is the accessing mode for a magnetic tape?
Sequential  Random Direct Indirect

18. Add 110011 with octal 658 and what is the output in decimal? (no not exact)

19. SIM expansion - Subscriber Identity Module

20. expand CORBA
ans Common Object Request Broker Architecture

21. 9. 92.168.100.4 - means
ans IP Address

22. What is the lock symbol appearing in bottom of the browser mean
ans. connection secured?

23. Superconductivity - without any resistance

APTITUDE:

24. If 14 aug 2004 is saturday which year previously did 14 aug became Sunday?
Ans: 1994

25. C is a point between A and B such that k% of AC is equal to CB. What is k%?

26. what is the result of this ex-pression xy+x'y+xy'+x'y', if x' - complement of x and y' - complement of y?
Ans: always 1 (check it)

27. Which is the perfect square amongst the following: (no not exact)
63381 34547 ...

28. Two points C and D between A&B and an another point E between C&D such that AC=CE and ED=DB. - some question 
like this

29. what is the value of (3.960 * 0.04)/0.03 (no not exact)

30. A persons salary is decreased by steps of 25% and 20%. What will be the percentage decrease, if the
salary is decreased in a single shot?
Ans: 40%

31. x+(1/x) = 2 find x^100 + (1/x^100)
Ans: 2^100

32. If ABCXXXXTUV then which of the following string comes next?...
ABCXXXXTUW
ABDXXXXTUV
ABCXXXXTUU...

33. If 37ABC421 is divisible by <some no> what is ABC(no not exact). - 2 questions of this type...

34. Find the reminder when 3336667778889991 divided by 9 ?

35. In the series 0, 3, 8, 15,__ What is the next number?
Ans: 24

36. A person's salary is getting reduced by 20%. What percentage should be added to get back his original salary?
Ans. 25%

37. Find the nth number in the series is 1, -3, 5, -7.___
Ans: ((-1)^(n-1)) * (2n-1)

38. A cubical rectangular bar has the dimensions with the ratio 5 : 4 : 3. Its volume is 7500. What is the surface area of the bar?
Ans. 2350

39. 178^2 -22^2
Ans: 31200

40. f(x) = 1/(1-x) find(f(f(f(x)))
Ans: -1(check)

41. A man walked 30m west 5m south 10m west 35m north to reach tollgate find the dist from start to gate.
Ans. 50m

42. If the length of a rectangle is increased by 50% then how much the width should be decreased to maintain the same area?
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